
FLASHOVER PROTECTION IN ALL 
THE RIGHT PLACES

NFPA 1971:2018
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STRUCTURAL 
FIREFIGHTING 

CODE DESCRIPTION
FHPFR9723ES PBI® Flash Hood 
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FLASHOVER 
PROTECTION 

2 LAYER 
CONSTRUCTION

Australian firefighters work in the harshest environments, 
and need clothing and equipment that provide protection 
and comfort so they can focus on saving lives.  Life Liners 
flash hoods are designed with Easy Seal™ face openings 
for fast donning of the hood while  providing a tight seal 
on the SCBA mask. 
 
The Life Liner PBI Flash Hood is constructed from a 
separate head piece and bib for a superior fit. The fabric 
is a unique combination of PBI® and Lenzing FR stitched 
together with 100% Nomex® thread.  This combination 
results in a premium level of protection against heat, 
flame and flashover while remaining soft and lightweight 
for optimum user comfort. Life Liner flash hoods are 
third party certified and compliant with NFPA 1971.

CERTIFICATIONS FABRIC

NFPA 1971-2018 UL Certified meets or exceeds 
Cal/OSHA Stds. T itle 8 Article 10.1 Sec. 340 20% PBI®/ 80% Lenzing FR

DESIGN LAYERS

Head Design: separate head with sewn on 
back and front bib
Back of head: ends at the nape of the neck 
for improved fit and comfort
Bib Design Two piece design with 15cm front 
with 20cm back bib design

Head: 2 Layer |  Bib: 2 Layer 
Face Opening: Easy-Seal Face opening 
that goes on easy. Seals tight Sewn 
with 1.25cm elastic encapsulated in 
hood material
Measures: 12.5cm - 14cm diameter 
(Relaxed) Fully Stretched 
Measurement: Exceeds 38cm

WEIGHT THREAD

185gsm 100% Nomex®

LABELS CONSTRUCTION

Each hood is labelled with an FR Label 
with all four label edges sewn to the hood, 
identifying material contents, UL certification, 
lot#, date of manufacture, and care 
instructions

Head Seams:  All head and bib seams 
are sewn with a flat lock stitch 
Binding:  3.8cm binding sewn to hem 
through folder with a three thread
cover stitch to create a 1.25cm 
finished bound hem


